GIJS VAN SEVENTER ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH SEMINAR

Global Burden of Undernutrition and Its Determinants

SPEAKER:
Shibani Ghosh PhD
Friedman School of Nutrition Science and Policy, Tufts University
Associate Global Director of Feed the Future Nutrition Innovation Laboratory

Seminar on major causes of global malnutrition and disease burden, with emphasis on nutrition as a cause and consequence of disease and mortality. Evidence will be examined of factors associated with stunting ranging from maternal stature and diet to early diet, role of protein quality, environmental influences and agricultural/socio-economic influences/relationships. Also, discussed is the association between stunting and wasting and its implications.

FRIDAY, MARCH 27
12:45 - 1:45 pm
BU Medical School Instructional Building, Room L210

http://www.bu.edu/sph/ehseminars